In contrast to the quite unique entropy concept useful for systems in (local) thermodynamic equilibrium, there is a variety of quite distinct nonequilibrium entropies, reflecting different physical points. We disentangle these entropies as they relate to heat, fluctuations, response, time-asymmetry, variational principles, monotonicity, volume contraction or statistical forces. However, not all of those extensions yield state quantities as understood thermodynamically. At the end we sketch how aspects of dynamical activity can take over for obtaining an extended Clausius relation.
Introduction
Entropy in equilibrium unifies a variety of physical aspects. Seemingly miraculously, entropy originates in the thermodynamic theory of heat (Clausius), provides bounds to machine efficiency (Carnot-Kelvin) and goes on to govern equilibrium fluctuations in the foundations of statistical mechanics (Boltzmann). Entropy gets related to the arrow of time, is a Lyapunov function in the approach to equilibrium for thermally isolated systems and characterizes the very notion of equilibrium and its stability via variational principles (Gibbs). Furthermore, entropy derivatives specify forces (Onsager) and predict the response of equilibrium to external stimuli in the fluctuation-dissipation theorem (Kubo) . All these different roles of basically one and the same entropy reflect some deep fact about equilibrium, combining time-invariance with time-reversal symmetry. Indeed, there is no reason why that situation of an all-embracing entropic characterization would remain valid in nonequilibrium; at the exit from equilibrium we should expect the entropic road to split, and we also believe that equilibrium-like entropies will need to be complemented by other quantities and concepts for understanding away-from-equilibrium phenomena.
The obsession with entropy, to constantly think about it also for nonequilibria, probably originates from its successful extension, some half century ago, to local equilibrium where irreversible thermodynamics can be formulated in terms of energy and entropy balances. In the present paper we jump immediately to a set-up that ignores local equilibrium. Yet, the organization of the following sections is organized per aspect of entropy in equilibrium theory, each giving rise to a (different notion of) nonequilibrium entropy. However, not only do we discern the many faces of entropy in the light of nonequilibrium, we also realize that these entropies do not suffice for a construction of nonequilibrium statistical mechanics or are simply unsatisfactory. The last Section announces some specific result for extensions in a non-entropic direction.
Entropy and heat
Entropy first appears in the findings of Clausius: for reversible transformations of a system that is brought in consecutive contact with different thermal reservoirs, heat δQ divided by instantaneous temperature T is an exact differential, δQ/T = dS. The new state function S got called entropy. The Clausius heat theorem goes on to say that in the case of non-reversible transformations, there is an inequality δQ/T ≤ dS. Here we have the origin of the second law of thermodynamics, that the thermodynamic entropy of a thermally isolated system cannot decrease. Such an entropy is first of all associated to systems with uniform temperature, pressure and chemical potential, in which no net currents of mass or energy occur. Its operational meaning is through the measurement of heat capacities C = T ∂S/∂T . A first meaning of nonequilibrium entropy could therefore proceed via the definition of nonequilibrium heat capacities.
The notion of nonequilibrium heat capacity is exactly the same as in equilibrium except that we must take into account that a nonequilibrium system constantly dissipates, even before it gets perturbed. Here the relevant notion is excess heat, [28] . One imagines a stationary nonequilibrium system in contact with a thermal bath at temperature T . All the time, there is heat entering the environment but we assume that it does not change the temperature of the bath. We now change that environment temperature T → T + dT , and we observe the relaxation of the system to a new nonequilibrium. During that relaxation process (extra) heat will be generated; that is the excess δQ exc , that we obtain from subtracting from the total heat the house-keeping heat at T + dT . The nonequilibrium heat capacity C can then be defined from CdT = δQ exc . We refer to [7, 29] for further details and some examples.
We mention some general properties and warnings. Interestingly, this nonequilibrium heat capacity can be negative and is not in general simply proportional to the fluctuations of the energy in the system. One should however remember that in nonequilibrium, heat is extensive in time t, so that fluctuations grow ∼ √ t with time, making nonequilibrium calorimetry a very challenging enterprise: the very notion of nonequilibrium heat capacity is experimentally not very sharply defined. Finally, and here we touch the next section, heat capacity probably plays a less fundamental role than in equilibrium as in nonequiilibrium there appears no direct connection between heat capacity and the microscopic degeneracy of the macroscopic condition. Still heat capacities can be interesting outside equilibrium if only to understand thermal properties of materials under driving conditions. We do not know however whether heat capacities easily relate to other response quantities like thermal conductivity when away from equilibrium. Another possible application concerns the characterization of nonequilibrium phase transitions.
Summing it up, a first class of possible nonequilibrium entropies for systems at uniform temperature could be given as
where we plug in the nonequilibrium heat capacity C at temperature T . The definition pre-supposes that the heat capacity goes sufficiently fast to zero at zero temperature which, when understood, would mean an interesting extension of the Third Law. Note also that various heat capacities exist, depending on what quantities (volume, pressure, power,...) are held fixed. That is already true in equilibrium, but now we have in addition that T is not an integrator: further away from equilibrium there is no reason that C(T )dT /T = δQ exc /T remains an exact differential [14] -see however [21] for a modified renormalization of heat. That means that (2.1) does not give a general and consistent definition of entropy as a state function; it only works if the temperature is the single variable and all other parameters are kept fixed.
Entropy and fluctuations
Entropy got its statistical interpretation when Boltzmann understood the mechanism of the second law. Entropy measures a macroscopic degeneracy; for given macroscopic variables such as energy, volume and particle number the Boltzmann entropy "counts" the volume of microscopic realizations that are compatible with the macroscopic condition. Starting from that notion of entropy, Boltzmann, Planck and Einstein developed a fluctuation theory for equilibrium systems. The plausibility of a macroscopic condition could now be derived from properties of the thermodynamic entropy, including all its further relations with work and heat.
Consider the set-up of a Hamiltonian dynamics for a (large) N particle system with microscopic states X that specify the momenta and the positions of all the particles. The X are a priori equivalent. For simplicity, we suppose a standard conservative system where the Hamiltonian is the classical kinetic energy plus the potential energy depending on positions, so that the Hamiltonian can be thought equal to the energy and is invariant under flipping the sign of the momenta. There is fixed energy E and we consider the energy surface Ω E on which the Liouville volume element dX is preserved by the Hamiltonian flow ϕ t , dϕ t (X) = dX. Let us denote by | · | the Liouville measure on Ω E . To go to a reduced description leading to a physically inspired partition of Ω E , we imagine a (many-to-one) map x(X) ∈ K from the energy surface Ω E to (say) a finite set K. We define the (Boltzmann statistical) entropy via
(taking k B = 1) which is the logarithm of the phase space volume on the constant energy surface of all microscopic states X for which x(X) = x. Such a reduced description is very often obtained by considering the relevant empirical averages over the various particles or over the various parts of physical space. That means that the values of x correspond to mean values, and hence are almost surely constant over all of Ω E by the law of large numbers. Fluctuations refer to deviations of these typical equilibrium values. Fluctuations are also possible because controlling x still leaves the X largely unspecified: given a probability law µ on K, a probability densityμ on Ω E is induced by takingμ
The microcanonical ensemble (ρ uniform) corresponds to the probability law ρ(x) ∝ exp S(x) on the reduced states x ∈ K. The latter gives the equilibrium plausibility of macroscopic fluctuations. As a result, the entropy can be estimated from
which makes it understandable how the Shannon entropy of a constrained equilibrium (called, Gibbs entropy) equals the entropy.
In a more modern language we speak about static fluctuation theory, where we recognize the Boltzmann entropy as the large deviation rate function. In a precise way then, the Gibbs machinery for equilibrium statistical mechanics is a large deviation formalism, [17, 11, 27, 33] . The relative occupations are inferred from the entropy change between states, which is formally expressed via the notion of detailed balance. That brings us to another role of entropy, that of measuring time-reversal symmetry breaking, in the next section.
What remains of all that for stationary nonequilibrium? The Boltzmann entropy (3.1) remains valid for the total system plus environment but we are most interested to express the physics in terms of the variables of the open nonequilibrium system plus the intensive variables of the various baths in contact with the system. Now global detailed balance is broken. We then deal with open systems for which a (mostly only implicit) probability distribution ρ on K (the state space of the system) expresses the timeinvariant single-time statistics. Its Shannon entropy still plays the role of large deviation rate function for static fluctuations, [34] . For example, we find the Shannon entropy governing the statistical deviations from ρ for an empirical average of a large number of copies of the system. In fact, the logarithm of the stationary distribution, I := − log ρ can be used to replace equilibrium entropy in various relations, such as linear response and Arrhenius formulae, see e.g. [30, 32, 8] . The function I got names as information potential or stochastic entropy. In fact, it appears in many places, e.g. centering around the Hatano-Sasa formalism [13] . It also appears prominent in constructions of nonequilibrium theory via the theory of smooth dynamical systems. There the time-derivative of the average of I is related to the expected phase space volume contraction rate (there called entropy), [1, 31] .
Of course the information potenial is generally unknown and not directly measurable. We do not know the stationary density, and we see no clear physically relevant interpretation in terms of heat, work or thermodynamic potential. Access to explicit formulae for I can be gained in certain cases of low noise (Freidlin-Wentzel theory) or in macroscopic diffusive limits, [16, 5] . There it connects with HamiltonJacobi theory and I gets identified with Hamilton's principal function. In all, people have used very often the Shannon entropy S 2 = I = − x ρ(x) log ρ(x) as candidate steady state nonequilibrium entropy, or for transient cases, its change in time as mean entropy production rate.
Entropy and time-reversal
We elaborate on the saying by Max Planck (1926) that "There is no other general measure for the irreversibility of a process than the amount of increase of entropy." For the Hamiltonian flow ϕ t introduced above, we let f := ϕ δ for some fixed time δ > 0. Dynamical reversibility implies πf π = f −1 where π is the kinematical time-reversal (flipping the signs of all the momenta). We assume that f commutes with π so that it makes sense to specify πx as the region of all microscopic states {πX ∈ Ω E , x(X) = x}. Also |x| = |πx|. We now go to trajectories. For an initial law µ on K, the probability law P µ on trajectories x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x n is
equal to the relative phase space volume of all the initial microscopic states X for which x(X) = x 0 , x(f X) = x 1 , . . . , x(f n X) = x n , times the probability of having chosen x 0 in the first place. The assumptions above imply for probabilities µ, ν > 0 and for arbitrary sequences (x 0 , x 1 , . . .
for the change in Boltzmann entropy (3.1).
Note that (4.1) gives the time-reversibility of the equilibrium process under µ(x) = ν(x) ∝ exp S(x). That is of course the origin of detailed balance for equilibrium processes. The Onsager reciprocity relations for the linear response around equilibrium are a specific manifestation of that time-reversibility. Note that there is no a priori reason why this expression (4.1) (this change of Boltzmann entropy) would be positive, nor even why its expectation under the same law P µ on paths would be non-negative. That only and crucially happens for large systems (where N is huge) under typical thermodynamic circumstances. However the P µ -expectation of the first term on the right-hand side is always non-negative because it becomes a relative entropy. The first term on the right of (4.1) measures the breaking of time-reversal invariance. It is widely used in nonequilibrium statistical mechanics to obtain fluctuation relations, [22] . This general relation between entropy production and time-reversal has been made explicit in a number of papers. It was first obtained starting from Hamiltonian dynamics as above in [19] . The relation between entropy production and a relative entropy on path-space first appeared in [18] . All that brings us to a third notion of entropy, or rather, as defined from entropy production picking up the analogue of the first term on the right-hand side of (4.1). We suppose a process for a nonequilibrium system that defines a path-space distribution P µ on trajectories over time [0, δ] when starting from distribution µ at time zero. Its weight on path-space is formally written as P µ (ω) for a path ω = (x t , 0 ≤ t ≤ δ). Its time-reversal is θω := (πx δ−t , 0 ≤ t ≤ δ). Take µ δ the distribution at time δ according to the original process starting form µ. We define the instantaneous expected entropy production rate in µ aṡ
the relative entropy per unit of time between the forward and the backward process. We can then continue, if wished, to define a third nonequilibrium entropy from integratingṠ 3 (µ t ) over time t for µ t given by the reduced time-evolution but that need not define a state function. Under detailed balance however,Ṡ 3 (µ) = − d dt S(µ t |ρ) at µ t = µ for ρ the stationary Gibbs distribution.
Entropy and its force
Statistical forces originate from the power of numbers. Well known examples are entropic forces such as in rubber bands that contract when heated, but on a more general level "things move" in the direction of increasing entropy. Thinking for example of osmostic flow, its origin is a decrease of chemical potential in the solution as a result of mixing entropy. The formal reason is easily detected in the Gibbs canonical ensemble. Thinking of an energy E(x, a) that also depends on a macroscopic degree of freedom a, we have that the corresponding force is
where the ensemble · a averages over functions of x with equilibrium weights exp −βE(x, a)/Z(β, a) and free energy F (a) = − 1 β log Z(β, a) in terms of the partition function Z(β, a). This free energy is the equivalent of entropy in the canonical ensemble. As we see also from (5.1) these entropic forces are always irrotational in equilibrium; they are derivable from a scalar thermodynamic potential. In nonequilibrium we would define statistical forces in exactly the same way, but there is no reason why they would be conservative; a vector-potential part would appear to be added to the right-hand side of (5.1), which makes the forces rotational. Of course we could continue to call the potential entropic and add that entropy got curvature outside equilibrium, but the relation with heat or with fluctuations as in the previous sections remains unclear, [31] . It appears therefore that a fourth independent definition of nonequilibrium entropy can be made by combining scalar and vector potential giving rise to the force (left-hand side of (5.1)) in nonequilibrium stationary distributions for x under macroscopic condition a. Formally we obtain this fourth entropy by integrating (5.1): S 4 (a) := da ∇ a E(x, a) a over curves in parameter space where the average is now over the stationary distribution of the nonequilibrium dynamics with fixed (constraint) a. We repeat that, as with S 1 and S 3 , S 4 suffers from not being a well-defined state quantity.
Entropy and monotonicity

It monotonically increases with time -what is it?
The usual physicist answer to that riddle would be something entropic -at least for somebody who concentrates on the approach to equilibrium. Indeed, equilibrium in a thermally closed system is reached at maximal entropy and the return to equilibrium proceeds via growing entropy. On a formal level it means we have entropic Lyapunov functions in the approach to equilibrium. They are sometimes known as H-theorems but much wider is the characterizing role of thermodynamic potentials to be monotone in irreversible macroscopic equations. As an example, for the Cahn-Hilliard equation is
|∇c| 2 } a monotone free energy in terms of the concentration c over the spatial coordinate r. In the Boltzmann equation is H[f ] ≡ − dqdp f (q, p) log f (q, p) the entropy of a dilute gas with f the fraction of particles with position and momentum near (q, p).
Zooming in on the Master equation (or, linear Boltzmann equation) for Markov processes
(from now on, irreducible, with finite number of states x and with unique stationary distribution ρ,) we have the well-known mathematical fact that as a function of time t,
This monotonicity of the relative entropy is a general fact, but one wonders about the meaning, and how useful that can be. As for the relation to thermodynamics, that is mostly limited to processes satisfying detailed balance in their approach to stationary equilibrium because then
and so, under detailed balance with potential function U(x), we are really speaking about the monotonicity of the free energy functional
decaying to F [ρ] for µ t solving the Master equation.
In the approach to equilibrium, the relation between the arrow of time and entropy or dissipation is quite natural. Yet, what in the approach to steady nonequilibrium, i.e., in situations of non-detailed balance, where the system is open and interacts weakly with different equilibrium reservoirs, for different temperatures, chemical potentials,... Steady nonequilibrium is apparently stable, but what physically inspiring or relevant Lyapunov function is there as explicit witness?
In the past, people have tried the entropy production rateṠ 3 (µ t ) of (4.2) as Lyapunov function for the time-evolution. That is related to the theory of the minimum and the maximum entropy production principles. We do not go into that, but let it suffice to say that these principles are either simply restricted, in their standard versions, to the linear regime around equilibrium (which can still be very wide though), or, in other versions, are rather speculative and imprecise for powerful applications. We refer to [9, 20] for a relation with dynamical fluctuation theory. Another proposal outside equilibrium that appears to be new and goes beyond the linear regime has been published in [25] . It concerns the monotonicity of the dynamical activity in the form of the Donsker-Varadhan functional governing the large deviations of the occupation times; see also further in Section 8. If one goes through the analysis and one remains close to stationary nonequilibrium, a fifth type of nonequilibrium entropy appears. This time, the algorithm goes as follows. For a given dynamics we can find a perturbation with potential V = V µ so that a given probability distribution µ becomes stationary for the modified dynamics. We now define our fifth nonequilibrium candidate as the functional
For a detailed balance dynamics with equilibrium distribution ρ, we have V = log(µ/ρ) and S 5 then equals the (standard) relative entropy.
Entropy and response
Let us start with an old example, that of the Sutherland-Einstein relation between diffusion and mobility, [4] . The simplest version takes a Brownian particle (q(t), p(t)) with equation of motioṅ q = p,ṗ = −γp + 2γ T ξ t where ξ t is standard white noise. The physics refers to small particles suspended in a fluid at rest undergoing friction γ and random forcing so that a Maxwellian velocity distribution at temperature T gets installed after relaxation. The diffusion of these colloids is characterized by the dispersion
which is the diffusion constant in the limit of large times t. One calculates D = T /γ. Not so surprising, the friction γ is the inverse mobility. We see it from adding an external field E (at times t ≥ 0):
The mobility χ is the response of the particle to that applied field E:
and indeed D = T χ (Sutherland-Einstein relation). That general structure remains valid throughout equilibrium. If we apply a small magnetic field h to a spin system we get a magnetic susceptibility in terms of the variance of the magnetization M (spin-spin correlation function), etc. The idea is always that small disturbances break the equilibrium and a new equilibrium is established through dissipation. That is the theme of linear response theory, well understood for equilibria, [10, 15] . The resulting Kubo formula establishes the physical interpretation in terms of a fluctuation-dissipation theorem because the response is basically given by the dissipation in the return to the new (or original) equilibrium -another role for entropy. Yet, response theory clearly makes sense also for stimuli to nonequilibria when a constant rate of dissipation is already there. It is a major theme of thermodynamics, be it equilibrium or nonequilibrium, to understand the changes when moving in thermodynamic parameter space, [26] . Let us look therefore at response on the level of the stationary distribution, as e.g. in [23] .
When we add a potential V in equilibrium, say from Φ → Φ + V with original potential Φ, we see a simple change in the equilibrium Gibbs distribution. However, when a nonequilibrium driving is present, the relation between the stationary density and an applied potential becomes nonlocal or long ranged. To be more specific we take an overdamped dynamicṡ
for a particle in a non-conservative force field f . The potential V with small amplitude h will slightly but completely change the stationary distribution, implying not much comfort in trying a description via the standard Gibbs formalism. The basic reason is that the time-reversed motion is nonlocal. Here is an expression for the new stationary distribution to first order in parameter h:
In the last term, we condition on the future which makes the formula nonlocal. A sixth nonequilibrium entropy (dissipation by perturbation) can then be defined from taking the logarithm of the previous formula. That is similar to S 2 (or rather to the I from Section 3) in a linear neighborhood of the reference steady distribution. More importantly, such decomposition of the response is possible in great generality. We discern a first entropic part and the second part is called frenetic. The frenetic contribution relates with the time-symmetric fluctuation sector. We refer to [2, 3] for more details and examples. In fact, the formula can now be turned around and from measuring violations of the fluctuation-dissipation relation one obtains information about the active forces; see [12, 6] .
A new look at the Clausius (in)equality
The sketchy overview above associates entropies as extensions of (mostly coinciding) equilibrium entropies. Clearly, all that remains too conservative and cannot be imagined very useful for the future construction of nonequilibrium statistical mechanics. As a fast illustration of other possibilities we give here an application of dynamical fluctuation theory, where the dynamical activity plays a greater role.
The occupations are governed by a long time-statistics given in terms of the Donsker-Varadhan functional. For example, under the Master equation (6.1) we look at the empirical occupation times
and how much these resemble a given probability law µ. That means investigating asymptotic fluctuations,
around the stationary occupations. We naturally have D(µ) ≥ 0 with equality only for µ = ρ (the stationary distribution). We know quite some physics of that Donsker-Varadhan functional D(µ) closeto-equilibrium. In particular, for µ close to ρ and for weak driving (close-to-detailed balance) we have the identity 4D(µ) =Ṡ 3 (µ) −Ṡ 3 (ρ) (8.1) whereṠ 3 refers to the expected entropy production rate defined under (4.2), [20] . Then,Ṡ 3 (ρ) is the mean entropy production rate and hence, D(µ) measures an instantaneous excess (when in µ) of entropy production rate. Imagine now that the dynamics (6.1) becomes time-dependent, say with rates k t (x, y) = k λ(t) (x, y) k λ (x, y) = ψ(x, y) exp{β q(x, y, a)}, ψ(x, y) = ψ(y, x), q(x, y, a) = −q(y, x, a)
with λ denoting the set of parameters ψ (some symmetric prefactor), β (the inverse temperature of the environment) and a some external parameter for the heat to the environment in the system jump x → y. We have the dynamics now depending on the protocol λ(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ τ . For each value λ of the parameter we have D λ (µ) as Donsker-Varadhan functional, and we write ρ λ for the stationary distribution. Also the entropy production rateṠ 3 =Ṡ 3,λ depends on λ now, but each timeṠ 3,λ (µ) is the rate of change of Shannon entropy plus the instantaneous entropy flux into the environment when in µ:
whereQ is the instantaneous heat into the environment; see also equation 2 in [21] . Let us now look at the time-dependent Donsker-Varadhan functional D λ(t) (µ t ) ≥ 0 where the µ t is the solution of the time-dependent Master equation (depending on the protocol before time t). First look at the quasi-static limit. Since under very slowly varying protocol the instantaneous distribution µ t is very close to the instantaneous stationary distribution ρ λ(t) , we have that the time-integral of D λ(t) (µ t ) vanishes in the quasi-static limit. The combination of (8.1) with (8.2) therefore leads to a proof of the Clausius equality close-to-equilibrium in terms of excess entropy flux; see [21] . On the other hand, Ṡ 3,λ(t) (µ t ) −Ṡ 3,λ(t) (ρ λ(t) ) dt ≥ 0 because (8.1) is always positive, whence the correction beyond the quasi-static limit must be positive, which is the Clausius inequality. That recovers results of extended Clausius relations in [14] . As is well known, for overdamped diffusions the Donsker-Varadhan functional equals the excess in entropy production rate more easily, implying broader validity of the Clausius (in)equality in particular for macrodiffusive limits. It would be interesting to see what the positivity of this time-integrated DonskerVaradhan functional implies further away from equilibrium for jump processes. We refer to [21] for further details.
